PRESS INFORMATION

Company portrait
„Everything from one hand” – from the development phase,
through manufacturing, until distribution.
Breisach a. R., 14th July 2017 ABM Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH (ABM) produces
and distributes accessories for motorcycles for more than three decades.
Under the umbrella of ABM Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH two brands has been
launched: “ABM ergonomic style” with products for all common (sport) bikes.
And “WUNDERKIND-Custom (WK)” with premium-design-parts for various
models of Custombikes and Harley-Davidson motorcycles.
The assortment includes braking technology, electrics, lightening, risers, handlebars,
sport foot rests and stainless steel brake lines in addition to products for protection
and safety, superbike-modifications and a lot of diverse accessories.
The team is especially effective in the production of small, complex milling parts
which need to be made with much precision in detail - like brake caliper and brake
disks, for example.
In addition to the fabrication and distribution of its own products, contract
manufacture is a special power range of ABM. Within a short time pioneering product
wishes of customers or merchants can be implemented and introduced to the market.
The ABM team consists of former racing drivers, daily drivers, design lovers, fans of
motorcycles and engineers. In the focus stands quality and modern leading-edge
technology as well as innovative driving pleasure and design.
After the development and production, all the “Made in Germany“ parts are tested inhouse and under hardest conditions: ABM supports racing teams, like the 125’, 250’
class of the IDM, the Motorcycle-Grand-Prix plus the Superbike and SupermotoSport. For all products detailed installation introductions and drawings are provided
which guarantee an optimal obstruct and use of the parts.
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ABM Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH is manufacturer of high-end accessories for sport bikes and
custombikes. The company was founded in 1985 and named after the founder Arthur
Berthold Munz. Since 2010, Christian Mehlhorn has been the managing director who is
responsible for about twenty employees in the field of development, production, marketing
and sales at the permanent business establishment in Breisach am Rhein, Germany.
Meanwhile, the company has launched two brands: ABM ergonomic style & WUNDERKINDCustom.

